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Age-related changes in rodent cortical acetylcholine and cognition:
main effects of age versus age as an intervening variable
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Abstract
Evidence from aged and demented humans has stimulated research on the effects of age on the integrity of cortical cholinergic
afferents in rodents. However, a comprehensive review of the available data does not consistently support the hypothesis that normal
aging in rodents robustly affects the function of basal forebrain cholinergic projections to the cortex. These data indicate the limited
significance of age as an independent experimental variable in research on age-related changes in cortical acetylcholine and associated
behavioral or cognitive functions. Alternatively, recent studies demonstrated that normal aging in rodents potently interacts with the
consequences of experimental manipulations of this system. Thus, aging acts as an intervening variable in experiments designed to
elucidate age-related changes in the vulnerability and restorative capacity of this neuronal system after injury and degenerative processes.
Investigations of the interactions between the effects of age and the capacity of the cholinergic systems to respond to detrimental
processes reveal robust consequences of aging on cortical acetylcholine and the cognitive functions mediated by this neuronal system.
q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Evidence supporting the hypothesis that the integrity of
the basal forebrain cholinergic neurons that project to
cortical areas decline during normal human aging and
dementia has been frequently reviewed w10,36,80x. Markers
of cortical acetylcholine ŽACh. such as choline acetyltransferase ŽChAT. activity or hemicholinium binding decrease
robustly in senile dementia and during normal aging in
humans w27,28,38,75,82,107x. Likewise, counts of cholinergic cell bodies in the basal forebrain reveal a loss
ranging from 25–70% in elderly, healthy people and greater
losses in demented patients w14,26,55,62,102,121x. The
strongest support for a critical role of cortical ACh in ageand dementia-associated cognitive decline has been provided by studies demonstrating correlations between decreases in markers of cortical ACh, but not of other
cortical transmitter systems, and the severity of dementia
w24,76–78,81,83x. Additional lines of mostly indirect evidence, including the effects of anticholinergic drugs in
intact, aged, or demented humans and the behavioral effects of basal forebrain lesions in animals support the
hypothesis that the cognitive decline in normal aging and
in dementia, at least to some extent, reflects the loss of
basal forebrain cholinergic neurons Žfor review, see Refs.
w19,23,32,35,36,51,72x.. The resulting ‘cholinergic hypothesis’ received considerable criticism in recent years, largely
because of the limited effects of cholinomimetic drugs to
alleviate the cognitive impairments associated with age or
dementia. This and other criticisms have been addressed
previously Žsee Ref. w92x. and are likely related to insufficiently explored complexities in the pharmacology of
cholinergic transmission and the functions of cortical ACh
w39,91,95x.
As a result of the findings in aged and demented
humans, research on the relationship between age-related
changes in cognitive functions and the cholinergic system
in rodents has intensified in recent years. This focus on
aged animals has been, at least in part, motivated by the
belief that ‘natural’ animal analogues of the age-related
decline in cortical cholinergic functions and in cognitive
abilities are necessary to advance research on the
‘cholinergic hypothesis’. While this assumption appears
intuitively correct, the commentary below discusses its
limitations as well as research strategies that better utilize
age as an independent variable in animal experiments in
this area. First, the evidence supporting a decline in cortical cholinergic function in aged rodents is discussed. Second, the usefulness of normal aging as an independent
experimental variable will be evaluated. Third, we will
present the position that a focus on interactions between
normal aging and the responses of the brain to insult and
degeneration may provide a more valid approach toward
understanding the role of cortical ACh in age- and degeneration-related cognitive disorders. Recent studies reveal-

ing the potential of age as an intervening variable will be
explored.
It is important to note that the review of the available
data and the discussions below are restricted to the cholinergic system innervating cortical areas, and that conclusions may not be readily generalized to other transmitter
systems or cholinergic target systems Že.g., w47,48x.. The
focus of this discussion on cholinergic inputs to the cortex
is based on the massive innervation of the cortex by ACh
and the hypotheses about the role of this input in age- and
dementia-related impairments in cognition Žsee above; see
also Ref. w93x.. Normal aging, rather than representing a
singular revealing variable concerning the functions of
cortical ACh in aged subjects, may play a more significant
role as an intervening variable. Experimental approaches to
test this general hypothesis focus on the age-related capacities of the cholinergic system to respond to damage and
degenerative developments.
2. Cortical acetylcholine in normal aged rodents
2.1. Basal forebrain cholinergic neurons
The available evidence from studies on the number of
cholinergic neurons in the area of the nucleus basalis of
Meynertrsubstantia innominata reveals possible species-,
strain-, age-, and method-specific differences in the effects
of age on neuron number Žsee Table 1; see Ref. w16x for
anatomical terminology.. As summarized in Table 1, the
available data on age-related differences in the number of
basal forebrain cholinergic neurons in rats are inconclusive. Notably, data on the effects of age on the number of
neurons in other brain areas of rodents Že.g., see Ref. w37x.
and in the basal forebrain of aged monkeys are equally
complex w63,88,117x, suggesting the possibility of fundamental differences between the effects of age in humans
and animals on the number of neurons in the basal forebrain and possibly in other brain areas. In addition to the
absence of robust effects of age on neuronal number, the
available data do not support the view that there is a
greater degree of cholinergic cell loss in behaviorally
impaired animals w8,33x. Moreover, correlations between,
for example, escape latency in the water maze w8,33x or
response latencies in passive avoidance tasks w85x and
cholinergic cell loss in the basal forebrain generally are not
expected as these behavioral measures may not depend on
the integrity of the basal forebrain cholinergic system
w11,112,119x.
The available studies, however, suggest changes in the
morphological appearance of basal forebrain cholinergic
neurons, including increases and decreases in the size of
neurons and in the overall size of the region of cholinergic
cell bodies w3,8,33,44,64x. The functional implications of
such changes in morphological appearance are unclear.
Interpretations in terms of age-related vulnerability and

Table 1
Age-related changes in the number of cholinergic neurons in the basal forebrain
Ages
Žmonths.

Behavioral paradigm
impairedrunimpaired
was based on:

Counting method

Age Žmonths.: % change from young

Study

Kuo–Wistar
Sprague–Dawley

3, 26
3, 12, 18, 30

passive avoidance
Morris water maze

6, 24–33

nra

Fisher-344
Fisher-344

3, 23
6, 27, 33

nra
Morris water maze

Wistar
CD-1 mice
C57BlrBNNIA
mice

3, 24
3, 24
7, 15, 53

nra
nra
nra

AChE-stain
ChAT-IR; automated image analysis
AChE-stain; grid counting method

UI: y9.4 Žns.; I: y29.2 Žs.
12 UI: y19 Žns.; 18 UI: y19 Žns.;
18 I: y15.8 Žns.; 30 I: y45 Žs.
24–33: ChAT: y26 Žs.;
p75: y33.5 Žs.
23: y3.9 Žns.
27 UI: y4.7 Žns.; 33 UI: y15.8 Žns.;
27 I: q7 Žns.; 33 I: q1.4 Žns.
24: y56.3 Žs.
24: y23.5 Žns.
15: q0.13 Žns.; 53: q2.23 Žns.

Riekkinen et al., 1992 w85x
Fischer et al., 1991 w33x

Sprague–Dawley

ChAT-IR; not further specified
ChAT-IR; various morphological criteria and
Abercrombie correction
ChAT-IR; p75 NT R ; AChE-stain;
Abercrombie correction
AChE-stain; automated image analysis
ChAT-IR; morphometric analysis

De Lacalle et al., 1996 w25x
Luine et al., 1986 w59x
Armstrong et al., 1993a w8x
Altavista et al., 1990 w3x
Mesulam et al., 1987 w64x
Hornberger et al., 1985 w44x

Basal forebrains restricted here to basal nucleus of Meynert and substantia innominata.
I s behaviorally impaired.
UI s behaviorally unimpaired.
ChAT-IR s choline acetyltransferase immunoreactivity.
p75 NT R santibody against the low-affinity neurotrophin receptor.
% changesdepicts the % change from the mean number of neurons in young animals; if such values were not provided in the original studies, they were calculated on the basis of group means.
n.s.s not significant as indicated in the study; s ssignificant as indicated in the study.
a
Based on their data on the substantia innominata, pars ventralis, their data on pars dorsalis similarly did not differ between groups Žsee table 3 in Ref. w8x..
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associated decline in cortical cholinergic transmission,
while intuitively attractive, require confirmation by more
direct measures of presynaptic cholinergic function.
2.2. Cortical ChAT actiÕity
ChAT activity does not represent a critical rate-limiting
step in the synthesis of ACh w15,22,96x and, as such, does
not provide a particularly sensitive measure of cholinergic
transmission. Measures of cortical ChAT activity, however, have proven useful for estimating the number of
cholinergic cells and cholinergic terminals in histochemical studies and neurochemical studies w31,34,113x. As
would be expected from the absence of an effect of age on
the number of cholinergic neurons in the basal forebrain
Žsee Section 2.1., the results from studies measuring cortical ChAT activity also do not reveal consistent changes in
the cortex of normal aged rodents Žsee Table 2.. As
mentioned above, variability in the strains of animals and
methods Že.g., histochemical vs. neurochemical analyses.
used to measure ChAT activity may contribute to some
inconsistencies in the data. Furthermore, differences in the
age-related overall pathological status of animals of different strains likely increase the variability in the findings
w84,101x. Collectively, however, the available evidence
does not allow rejection of the hypothesis that the number
of cortical cholinergic afferents are unchanged in aged
rodents.
2.3. Sodium-dependent high affinity choline uptake (HACU)
HACU represents the rate-limiting step in the synthesis
of ACh and may provide a more sensitive measure of
cholinergic activity than ChAT activity w15,22x. While the
number of studies measuring cortical HACU in aged rodents has remained small, the available data indicate that
cortical HACU in aged rodents is not decreased. For
example, Lebrun et al. w54x did not find differences in
basal HACU in the frontal cortex of C57BLr6 mice aged
9 and 96 weeks. Moreover, they observed that radial arm
maze testing increased cortical HACU to a similar degree
in young and aged animals. Meyer et al. w66x compared
cortical choline uptake between 5- to 6- and 23- to 25month-old Fischer 344 rats and found no difference Žsee
also the study by Sirvio¨ et al. w99x who measured cortical
choline uptake in Kuo–Wistar rats aged 10–11 or 24–25
months.. Thus, the ability of cortical cholinergic terminals
to incorporate choline via this sodium-dependent carrier
appears unaffected by age, suggesting a normal capacity
for ACh synthesis.

studies, both by Pepev and co-workers w17,123x, one in
Wistar rats and one in an undefined strain of rats obtained
from Charles River w17x, the available data suggest that
basal or resting cortical ACh efflux does not differ between young and aged rats Žsee Table 3.. These two
studies w17,103x used transversal dialysis probes and extremely high concentrations of physostigmine in the perfusion fluid Ž7 m M., rendering the data difficult to interpret
because of the extensive autoreceptor stimulation resulting
from the high concentrations of extracellular ACh under
these conditions Že.g., w116x.. The findings listed in Table 3
suggest that normal aging does not affect basal cortical
ACh release in rodents.
However, age-related differences in the capacity of
cortical cholinergic terminals to respond to particular types
of stimulation have been found ŽTable 4.. While most
types of stimulation used in these experiments Želectrical
stimulation, stimulation by muscarinic autoreceptor blockade, trans-synaptic stimulation with benzodiazepine receptor antagonists and inverse agonists. revealed no deficits in
ACh release in aged animals, stimulation with high potassiumrcalcium concentrations showed a reduced potency
for increasing ACh release in vitro from cortical synaptosomes of aged rats w65x. Similarly, ACh release measured
in vivo from the frontoparietal cortex of aged rats was
found to be less sensitive to the stimulating effects of high
KqrCa2q than that of young rats w70x. Interestingly, administration of atropine in this study Žthrough reversed
microdialysis. did not reveal age-related differences in
ACh efflux although atropine-induced increases in efflux
were approximately 3 times higher than those produced by
high KqrCa2q w70x Žsee Table 4..
As discussed in Moore et al. w70x, the absence of
age-related differences in ACh efflux following the administration of atropine prohibits the speculation that the
differences in potassium-stimulated ACh efflux were due
to age-related limitations in the overall capacity of cortical
cholinergic inputs to release ACh. As potassium indiscriminately increases the release of other transmitters in the
perfused area, differences in the sensitivity of other cortical neurons to depolarization may have contributed to this
age-related finding. For example, Abdulla et al. w1x demonstrated that iontophoretical application of the GABA A
receptor antagonist bicuculline, but not of the muscarinic
agonist carbachol, revealed age-related differences in the
excitability of cortical neurons. The speculation that agerelated changes in the responsivity of noncholinergic cortical neurons contributed to the diminished stimulatory effects of high KqrCa2q is supported by Meyer et al. w65x
who demonstrated that the maximum ACh release from
synaptosomes was not affected by aging.

2.4. Cortical ACh release
2.5. Cortical ACh in aged animals: conclusions
The most dynamic measure of the functional integrity
of cortical cholinergic afferents involves the measurement
of ACh release. With the exception of the results from two

The available data favor the hypothesis that normal
aging in rodents does not robustly or consistently affect

Table 2
Age-related changes in cortical ChAT activity
Ages Žmonths.

Cortical areaŽs.

Age Žmonths.: % change from young

Study

Fisher
Fischer 344
Fischer 344
Fischer 344

3, 24
4, 12, 24
3–2, 23–24
3, 24
3–4, 24–26
4, 26
3, 21
6, 12, 30
3, 22–24
3, 21
10, 18, 26
6–7, 15–16, 23–26
1, 23
8, 26
4, 31

Wistar
Long–Evans

3–4, 24–25, 32–33
3, 9, 27

24: y9.2 Žs.
12: q6.25 Žns.; 24: q13.3 Žns.
23: q6.6 Žns.
24: q1.2 Žns.;
24: 0 Žns.
24: y15 Žs.
26: q9 Žns.
21: y13.6 Žns.
12: y22.2 Žns.; 30: q22.2 Žns.
22 I: a Žns.; 22 SI: a Žns.
21 I b : y6.9 Žns.; 21 UI b : y6.9 Žns.
18: y28.6 Žs.; 26: y53.6 Žs.
15: y8.7 Žns.; 23: y14.4 Žs.
23: y31.8 c Žs.
26: 0 Žns.
31: y15.9 Žs.;
31: y7.6 Žns.
24: a Žns.; 33: a Žns.
9: a Žns.; 27: y37 Žs.

Haba et al., 1988 w40x
Waller and London, 1989 w118x
Nakamura and Ishihara, 1989 w73x
Luine and Hearns, 1990 w58x

Fischer 344
Fischer 344
Fischer 344
C57BLr6J mice
Sprague–Dawley
Sprague–Dawley
Sprague–Dawley
Sprague–Dawley
Sprague–Dawley
Wistar
Wistar

frontal cortex
cerebral cortex
frontal cortex
frontal cortex
enthorinal cortex
cerebral cortex
cortex
frontal cortex
cerebral cortex
cortex
frontal cortex
cerebral cortex
frontal cortex
frontal cortex
cerebral cortex
anterior cingulate
posterior cingulate
cerebral cortex
frontal cortex

For abbreviations see Table 1. SI: severely impaired.
Note that the spelling of the names of the strains varies and follows the spelling in the individual studies.
a
Value could not be reliably determined.
b
IrUIrSI: based on Morris water maze.
c
Calculated from their figure 1C.

Michalek et al., 1989 w67x
Schwartz et al., 1990 w98x
Tandon et al., 1991 w109x
Strong et al., 1980 w106x
Hellweg et al., 1990 w41x
Abdulla et al., 1995 w1x
Strong et al., 1980 w106x
Stone et al., 1989 w105x
Thal et al., 1991 w111x
Ingram et al., 1981 w45x
Biegon et al., 1986 w13x
Michalek et al., 1989 w67x
Araujo et al., 1990 w4x
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Table 3
Age-related changes in basal cortical ACh release
Ages
Žmonths.

Method

Cortical areaŽs.

Aged rodents: %
change from young

Study

Sprague–Dawley
Long–Evans

3, 24
3, 9, 27

slices; guinea pig ileum bioassay
slices; radioenzymatic assay

cerebral cortex
frontal cortex

Pedata et al. 1983 w79x
Araujo et al. 1990 w4x

Fischer 344
Fischer 344
Wistar

6, 24
6, 24
2, 18

cerebral cortex
cerebral cortex
frontal cortex

Meyer et al. 1984 w66x
Meyer et al. 1986 w65x
Wu et al. 1988 w123x

Charles River d

3, 19

parietal cortex

19: y39 Žs.

Casamenti et al. 1991 w17x

Fischer 344

6–8, 27–28

parietal cortex

27: y4.5 Žns.

Kurosawa et al. 1989 w53x

Fischer 344

4–9, 18–23

frontoparietal cortex

18: y12.5 Žns.

Moore et al. 1992 w69x

BNNiarF344

4, 22

frontoparietal cortex

22: q50 Žns. c

Moore et al. 1996 w70x

Wistar–Imamichi

3–4, 23–34

from synaptosomes; radioenzymatic assay
from synaptosomes
in vivo microdialysis; transversal probe; 7 m M
physostigmine; radioenzymatic assay;
in vivo microdialysis; transversal probe; 7 m M
physostigmine; HPLC
in vivo microdialysis in anesthetized rats; probe
type not defined; 100 m M physostigmine; HPLC
in vivo microdialysis in awake animals; concentric probe;
5 m M neostigmine; HPLC
in vivo microdialysis in awake animals; concentric probe;
0.5 m M neostigmine; HPLC
in vivo microdialysis in awake animals; concentric probe;
10 m M eserine; HPLC

24: 0 Žns. a
9: y12.5 Žns.;
27: y25 Žns.
24: y5.6 Žns.
24: y28 Žns. b
18: y35 Žs.

prefrontal cortex

light phase: q55 Žns.;
dark phase: y12 Žns.

Mitsushima et al. 1996 w68x

For abbreviations, see Table 1.
a
Estimation based on their figure 2.
b
Estimation based on their figure 1.
c
Baseline ACh efflux was 0.22"0.04 pmolrmin in 4 month-old rats and 0.33"0.15 pmolrmin in aged rats. Note that, while the variability of ACh efflux in aged rats was considerable, the trend was for
higher efflux.
d
Strain not defined.
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Table 4
Age-related changes in stimulated cortical ACh release
Ages
Žmonths.

Method

Cortical areaŽs.

Stimulus, aged rodents:
% change from young

Study

Sprague–Dawley
Long–Evans

3, 24
3, 9, 27

slices; electrical stimulation Ž1–10 Hz.; guinea pig ileum bioassay
Slices; Kq-stimulated; radioenzymatic assay

cerebral cortex
frontal cortex

Pedata et al. 1983 w79x
Araujo et al. 1990 w4x

Fischer 344
Fischer 344

6, 24
6, 24

Synaptosomes; radioenzymatic assay; Kq-stimulated
Synaptosomes; Kq and calcium ionophore ŽCI.-stimulated

cerebral cortex
cerebral cortex

Fischer 344

6–8, 27–28

parietal cortex

Kurosawa et al. 1989 w53x

Fischer 344

4–9, 18–23

frontoparietal cortex

ZK, 18: q31.8 Žs. e

Moore et al. 1992 w69x

BNNiarF344

4, 22

in vivo microdialysis in anesthetized rats; probe not defined; 100 m M
physostigmine; HPLC; electrical stimulation of nucleus basalis ŽES.
in vivo microdialysis in awake animals; concentric probe; 5 m M
neostigmine; HPLC; stimulation by ZK 93426 ŽZK.
in vivo microdialysis in awake animals; concentric probe; 0.5 m M
neostigmine; HPLC; stimulation by intracortical atropine ŽA.
and KqrCa2q ŽKC.

10 Hz, 24: y32 Žs. a
Kq, 9: q6.6 Žns.;
Kq, 27: y26.6 Žs.
Kq, 24: y12.9 Žs. b
Kq, 24: y28.6 Žs. c ;
CI, 24: y33 Žs. c,d
ES, 24: q37 Žns. e,f

frontoparietal cortex

A, 22: q41.3 Žns. e,g ;
KC, 22: y40 Žs. e

Moore et al. 1996 w70x

Meyer et al. 1984 w66x
Meyer et al. 1986 w65x

For abbreviations, see Table 1.
a
Estimation based on their figure 2.
b
Estimation based on their figure 1 at 0 m M oxotremorine.
c
Estimation based on their figure 1.
d
The potency, but not the efficacy of the calcium ionophore A 23187 was reduced in aged animals, suggesting that the releasable pool was unaffected by age.
e
Calculated by computing the mean absolute release based on their % change numbers and absolute baseline release numbers, followed by a calculation of the % group difference.
f
At 500 m A.
g
At 1 m M atropine.
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the presynaptic function of cholinergic neurons terminating
in the cortex. This conclusion does not reject the possibility that age affects postsynaptic cholinergic receptor mechanisms in rodents, although this hypothesis is not well
supported by the available evidence on the effects of age
on cortical muscarinic M1 or nicotinic receptors
w4,9,12,40,52,56,57,67,98,100,108,109,118 x. More importantly, however, age-related changes in postsynaptic receptor mechanisms represent a research subject separate from
attempts to utilize aged animals to investigate aspects of
the ‘cholinergic hypothesis’, specifically because cortical
postsynaptic muscarinic receptors appear largely spared in
aged and demented humans w24,50,60,86,97x. Finally, as it
is concluded that the function of cortical cholinergic afferents is not reliably impaired in aged rodents, it is important
to reiterate the view that the sporadically reported correlations between cholinergic markers and behavioral performance are difficult to reconcile because the behavioral
measures employed most frequently to establish these correlations ŽMorris water maze performance, passive avoidance. recently were found not to be sensitive to cholinospecific lesions of the basal forebrain in rats
w11,21,112,119x.

3. Normal aging as an independent experimental variable
Experiments involving aged rodents typically intend to
reveal age-related differences in biological andror behavioral measures, i.e., age per se represents the independent
variable in such experiments. Traditionally, in research on
the role of age-related changes in the cholinergic system
on behavioral or cognitive abilities, variation of age is
presumed, often implicitly, to equate with variation in the
integrity of the cholinergic system. As discussed above,
the basis for this assumption is not well developed and age
as an independent variable may be of limited significance
with respect to the integrity of cortical cholinergic afferents in rodents.
Additional considerations support this view. As the goal
of traditionally designed experiments is to relate age-related changes in neuronal mechanisms to changes in behavioral or cognitive variables, and as the systematic variation of the independent variable represents the minimum
requirement for statistical inference, the usefulness of ‘age’
as an independent variable depends on the determination
of a defined relationship Žlinear, quadratic, etc.. between
chronological age and changes in biological mechanisms.
Testing multiple time points in animal aging studies clearly
represents an elementary condition to establish such relationships w18,87x. In reality, however, such relationships
between aging and neurobiological mechanisms have been
rarely established and, as discussed above, are not available with respect to the basal forebrain cholinergic projection to the cortex.

The basis for the lack of robust effects of normal aging
in rodents on the basal forebrain cholinergic system remains a matter of speculation. Possible relevant explanations may range from the limited maximal life span of the
inbred strains typically used for this research, to environmental and nutritional housing conditions of laboratory
rodent strains.

4. Normal aging as an intervening experimental variable
The effects of normal aging in rodents on the integrity
of the cholinergic basal forebrain system are hypothesized
to be revealed by experiments testing the role of this
system in the response to experimentally induced alterations in the function of cortical cholinergic afferents
Žw36,61,93x; see also the discussion in Ref. w20x.. This
approach generally assumes that normal aging in rodents
affects the basal forebrain cholinergic system, the demonstration of which, however, requires an interacting, additional ‘provocation’ of this system. Such an additional
manipulation is hypothesized to interact with an age-related increase in the vulnerability of the cholinergic system
that reveals itself by an augmented effect of such a manipulation in aged animals, or by a reduced capacity of the
aged cholinergic system to recover from, or compensate
for, the detrimental effects of the experimental manipulation of this system. In terms of experimental design, such
an alternative strategy is to test the effects of aging as an
intervening variable.
Compromising the cholinergic system with acute experimental manipulations Že.g., brain lesions. may reveal interactions between age at the time of trauma and brain
damage that indicate an enhanced vulnerability associated
with aging. This age-related vulnerability in experimental
models may underlie the relatively late expression of
behavioral dysfunctions associated with insidious progressive neurodegenerative diseases w2,5–7,46x.
Several issues concerning the optimization of studies
focusing on the effects of aging as an intervening variable
in relations between cortical cholinergic transmission and
cognitive behavior deserve consideration. First, studies
examining the neurobehavioral effects of some acute
trauma at various ages should demonstrate a significant
interaction between age Žat the time of insult. and the brain
damage itself. This ‘age by trauma’ interaction is necessary to conclude that the aging process is associated with
an altered vulnerability to the neurobehavioral effects of
brain damage. Second, it is important to complement the
trauma studies in aged animals with studies in which the
effects of early brain damage are assessed at different
stages of the aging process. Given our lack of understanding of the etiology of various progressive neurodegenerative diseases it is overly restrictive to limit the age at
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which the damage is sustained. Aging may reveal a vulnerability for the unmasking of brain damage that occurred
significantly earlier in development. Third, the neurobiological measure of cholinergic transmission should be sensitive enough to reveal functional impairments. While no
individual measure is necessarily sufficient to reveal
deficits in cholinergic transmission, caution should be
taken not to overinterpret the functional effects of aging or
age–trauma interactions on traditional measures such as
ChAT or AChE activity Žsee above.. Such changes may,
under certain circumstances, be sufficient to speculate on
the degree of cholinergic deafferentation. However, without a more thorough knowledge of the compensatory
mechanisms following subtotal destruction of cholinergic
inputs and the manner in which this plasticity may change
with age, measures of ChAT or AChE activity may have
limited potential in reflecting posttraumatic recovery processes Žsee also Refs. w103,114x.. It will be important to
generate more in vivo neurochemical studies and ideally
couple these studies with information about the postsynaptic effects of acetylcholine Ži.e., electrophysiology;
e.g., w94x.. Finally, the behavioral paradigms selected
should clearly be sensitive to manipulations of the basal
forebrain–cortical cholinergic system. As stressed above,
several studies focused on the putative relationship between age-related changes in cortical ACh and variables of
behavioral performance which are not selectively sensitive
to disruptions of cholinergic transmission. A corollary to
this issue is that the traumatic manipulation used to compromise cholinergic transmission should be as selective as
possible for cholinergic neurons. While these issues may
appear obvious, and while there is a striking paucity of
studies in which age is used as an intervening variable in
studying the neurobehavioral effects of compromised
cholinergic transmission, a limited number of available
experiments indicate that such research approaches and
experimental designs are productive w74,103,104,110,115,
120,124x.
A recent study on the interactions between the effects of
age and detrimental manipulations of the cortical cholinergic afferent system confirmed the general assumption that
age-related effects in cortical ACh are potently revealed in
experiments treating age as an intervening variable. A
partial loss of cortical cholinergic inputs was previously
shown to reduce, as expected, basal cortical ACh release
measured in vivo using microdialysis in young adult animals Žw29x; it should be noted that loss of cortical cholinergic inputs in this study was produced by multiple intracortical infusions of 192 IgG-saporin; see also Ref. w43x..
Moreover, various behavioral and pharmacological manipulations designed to increase cortical ACh release demonstrated that, in terms of ACh release relative to baseline,
partial loss of cortical cholinergic inputs did not affect the
capacity of the residual system to respond to such challenges Žfor details see Ref. w29x.. In a more recent study
w30x, partial loss of cortical cholinergic inputs was pro-
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duced by infusions of 192 IgG-saporin into the basal
forebrain of young-adult Ž4–7 months of age. and aged
Ž24–28 months of age. F344rBrown–Norway rats. Similar to the results of previous experiments Žsee Table 3.,
baseline ACh release did not differ in young and aged
sham-lesioned animals. Furthermore, the partial loss of
cortical cholinergic inputs resulted in identical decreases in
cortical ACh release in young and aged animals Žin terms
of absolute values, see Fig. 1.
In order to test the capacity of the residual cholinergic
system to respond to stimulation, rats were exposed to a
previously entrained complex stimulus of exposure to
darkness coupled with palatable food reward Ž‘lights-out’
in Fig. 2.. We have previously demonstrated that this
stimulus leads to enhanced cortical ACh efflux in intact
rats w29x. Moreover, the stimulus also produces elevated
cortical ACh efflux in young rats with partial cortical
cholinergic deafferentations and this stimulation can be
potentiated by administering the BZR weak or selective
inverse agonist ZK 93426 Žw29x; see also Refs. w69,90x..
Similar to previous experiments assessing the effects of
such drugs on cortical ACh in aged animals w69x, drug-induced cortical ACh efflux in young and old sham-lesioned
animals were identical and, similar to the findings reported
in Fadel et al. w29x, drug-induced cortical ACh efflux in
young, lesioned animals was similar, relative to baseline,
to the increase observed in young and old sham-lesioned
rats. However, in old, lesioned rats, increases in ACh
efflux were severely attenuated following either treatment.
Fig. 2 illustrates the interactions between age and partial
cortical cholinergic deafferentation on activated cortical
ACh release.
It is important to reiterate that the baseline ACh release
in young-lesioned and old-lesioned animals was identical.
Furthermore, inspection of AChE-stained section indicated
comparable residual cholinergic fiber densities in the area
surrounding the dialysis probe in the frontoparietal cortex.
Thus, the limited ability of residual cortical cholinergic
afferents in old-lesioned rats to respond to stimulation
could not be attributed to an overt increase in the vulnerability of aged animals to this neurotoxin. Rather, these data
suggest, in general terms, that the regulation of cortical
ACh release in aged, lesioned animals was fundamentally
altered compared to young, lesioned animals. It is unclear
whether this was a result of a recovery process Žnot
revealed by the residual AChE-positive fiber density or by
basal ACh release. following the lesion in young animals
that was limited by age Že.g., w5,6x., or whether the lesion
accelerated an age-related detrimental process in the regulation of cortical ACh release. In either case, the potential
mechanisms mediating the interactions between the effects
of age and lesion range from the presynaptic regulation of
synthesis and release, the afferent innervation of cortical
cholinergic synapses or basal forebrain somas w33x, to
changes in cellular mechanisms of cholinergic neurons
Že.g., w71x..
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Fig. 1. Baseline frontoparietal ACh release in F344rBNNia rats aged 4–7 or 24–28 months Ž n s 6 per group.. The data shown represent the averages over
three different dialysis sessions w30x. Animals were dialyzed 2–3 weeks after the infusion of vehicle or 192 IgG-saporin into the basal forebrain Ž0.56
m gr1.0 m lrhemisphere; for details about the microdialysis method see Ref. w29x.. Similar to our previous studies Že.g., w69x., basal ACh release in the
frontoparietal cortex was identical in young and old, sham-lesioned animals. The lesion resulted in a similar decrease in ACh release in young and aged
animals. Inspection of AChE-fiber-stained sections also indicated a comparable loss in cholinergic inputs to the frontoparietal cortex of young and aged
rats Žnot shown..

Fig. 2. Effects of the administration of the benzodiazepine receptor selective inverse agonist ZK 93426, in interaction with the presentation of a
darkness–palatable food stimulus on cortical ACh release. As discussed previously Že.g., w91x., the stimulatory effect of ZK 93426 on cortical ACh depends
on the level of activity in the cholinergic system. Therefore, animals were pretrained to associate darkness in the room with the presentation of palatable
food for 7 days Ž1 trialrday.. This stimulus results in a reliable, 60–100% increase in cortical ACh release Žsee open bars which depict the effects of
vehicle and darknessrpalatable food.. The effect of this stimulus interacts with the ability of ZK 93426 to further increase cortical ACh release Žsee also
Ref. w90x.. The data shown in this figure are expressed as % change from baseline for each group of animals Žordinate.. The figure depicts ACh release
measured during the first collection interval Ž15 min duration. following the presentation of the darknessrfruitloop-stimulus, the latter occurred 15 min
after the treatment with vehicle or drug Ždata taken from Ref. w30x.. Statistical analyses revealed an interaction between the effects of age and lesion on
stimulated cortical ACh release. This interaction was due to an attenuated increase in ACh release in aged, lesioned animals when compared with the other
three groups. Compared to previous studies on the effects of age on cortical ACh release Žsee Tables 3 and 4., these data illustrate the significance of age
as an intervening variable in experiments intended to reveal age-related changes in cortical ACh and, when compared to the data shown in Fig. 1, the
critical importance of challenging manipulations to reveal the interactions between the effects of age and loss of cortical cholinergic inputs.
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Several avenues will assist in revealing the nature of
this interaction. For example, young-lesioned animals may
exhibit an attenuation of activated ACh release when they
reach the age of 24–28 months, demonstrating that the
interaction between the effects of age and the lesion does
not depend on the time of the lesion. If this is the case,
age-related increases in the acute vulnerability to the toxin
can be excluded as a confounding factor. The extent to
which the above described interaction depends on the
particular toxin Ži.e., 192 IgG-saporin. used in this experiment, or whether it is generalizable to a large variety of
insults to this system, also needs to be assessed. Furthermore, it will be important to test hypotheses about the
generalizability of the age-related attenuated increase in
cortical ACh release in lesioned animals by assessing the
effects of other pharmacological and behavioral stimuli.
Pharmacological stimuli may include presynaptic manipulations Žsuch as cholinergic autoreceptor blockade. or local
depolarization of afferents of cholinergic terminals in the
cortex Žsee Refs. w69,70x.. Behavioral stimuli previously
used to activate cortical ACh release range from rather
simple manipulations such as the presentation of a conditioned stimulus for palatable food w29,69,90x to performance in attentional tasks known to depend critically on
the integrity of the basal forebrain cholinergic system
w42,61,93,94,114x. As cellular changes observed in the
nucleus basalis and in the terminal areas of cholinergic
projections in Alzheimer’s disease raise the possibility that
a pathological process precedes the manifestation of symptoms w49,89x, i.e., that the loss of cholinergic neurons
represents a developmental process that escalates and manifests during aging, the investigation of interactions between the effects of age and other detrimental manipulations of this system may provide important insights in the
mechanisms mediating the effects of age on this neuronal
system.

5. Conclusions
The view that chronological age is a poor indicator of
biological age has been previously discussed Žsee Ref.
w20x.. As reviewed above, the chronological age of rodents
per se does not predict robust biological aging of the
cortical cholinergic afferents. The reasons for the limited
sensitivity of this system to the effects of age in rodents
are a matter of speculation and include the possibility that
laboratory rodent strains do not age sufficiently to develop
significant age-determined changes in cortical cholinergic
inputs. However, accumulating data indicate that an agerelated process is progressing in this system and in this
species. While the effects of this process remain difficult
to reveal in studies employing age as the independent, sole
variable, they manifest dramatically in interaction with
experimental insults, and possibly with degenerative processes. It is increasingly speculated that age-related detri-
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mental processes in this neuronal system in humans commence earlier in life, and that the onset of behavioral or
cognitive symptoms may depend on a sufficient degree of
decline in the integrity of this system. Thus, acceleration
of the pathological process or limitations in the ability of
this system to recover from and compensate for detrimental processes may emerge as the dominating variables in
the effects of age on cortical cholinergic inputs Že.g.,
w122x.. Experiments aimed at the determination of such
mechanisms and the nature of the interactions with the
effects of age are expected to reveal that chronological
aging as a sole, independent variable is of minor significance w20x but that age permits converging pathological
processes to manifest their effects on cortical cholinergic
inputs. The experiments discussed above w29,30x provide
an initial, fruitful paradigm to explore the mechanisms
mediating the increased vulnerability of the aged cholinergic system to the effects of partial deafferentation.
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